
A Minor accident

PHIL a careless teenager who has only his license for a few
months. Dressed in pants that are down to his knees and a
beanie. MATT the father, a middle age man, starting to age
in face, only parent. Dressed casually like he came home
from work. BETTY phil's sister 10 years old.

INT. SUBURB HOUSE DAY. MATT sits on the couch reading the
paper. BETTY sits on the floor coloring. PHIL walks in from
the garage looks worried. 

MATT
Hey son!

PHIL
Hi, Dad?

MATT
What is wrong son ?

PHIL
I have to tell you something.

MATT
What?

PHIL
I went to my friends house.

MATT
How did you get there?

PHIL
um that is what i need to tell ya!

MATT
ok what happened?

PHIL
well i was driving to lyndseys....

MATT
Is she pregnant?

PHIL
No, I was driving pretty fast....

MATT
uh oh I can see where this going,
what did you do ?(starting to get
upset)

PHIL
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well i was driving on the way to 
her house and well i driving pretty
fast and I didn't see the car and
well I hit them.

MATT
Were you drunk? Was there anyone
else in the car?

PHIL
No, just me and thanks for the
confidence boost.

MATT
Why were you driving so fast?

Mad but is keeping calm.

PHIL
I don't know i wanted to see how
fast it can go.

MATT
ok what car was it?

PHIL
well let's put it this way...(takes
a break to think how he wants to put
it to get inturrupted)

MATT
Was it the the 87 Corvette?

PHIL
Yes(cowardly)

MATT
Betty go upstairs....

Betty runs upstairs, Matt waits til he can't hear her
footsteps anymore.

MATT
What the hell were you thinking?

PHIL
I wanted to see how fast the car
went.

MATT
Well did you figure it
out?(sarcastically)

PHIL
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Yes(knowing he is in trouble)

MATT
you also know how well it stops when
it hits something don't
you!(yelling)

PHIL
Yes

MATT
What?(Yelling still)

PHIL
Yes, Sir.

MATT
Guess what else you are going to
know.

PHIL
What?

MATT
How much it is going to cost to fix
it.

PHIL
Okay.

MATT
Let's go look at it .

PHIL
Um well I don't know if you want to
do that.

Matt started to head towards the garage before phil stops
him.

MATT
Why is that young man?

PHIL
Well it isn't in the garage for one.

MATT
Where is it ?

PHIL
I totaled it .

MATT
What(barely can talk he is so mad)
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PHIL
Well I am not sure if it is or not
but they towed.(scared of his dad's
answer)

MATT
...Go upstairs I don't want to see
you anytime soon....but don't escape
you better be in this house still.

Phil runs upstairs, the fastest he ever have ran.

MATT
what am I going to do with these
kids lisa. (talking to himself,
talking as in his wife is still
alive. )

MATT
I know I know but he totaled my car.

MATT
Okay but he is going to be grounded.

A few hours later when Matt calms down. He asks his son to
come downstairs so they can talk.

END SCENE
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